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from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XVIII

“Virtuous  monks,  motion  and  motionlessness  are  merely  two  kinds  of
states.    It is the non-dependent man of the Way who utilizes motion and utilizes
motionlessness.”

"As for the students who come from every corner I myself divide them into
three categories according to their inherent capacities. If one of less than average
capacity comes I snatch away his state, but    do not take away his Dharma. If one
of better than average capacity comes I snatch away both his state and    Dharma.
If  one of  superior  capacity  comes,  I  snatch  away neither  his  state,      nor  his
Dharma, nor himself. But should a person of extraordinary understanding come I
would act with my whole body and not categorize them.      Virtuous monks when a
student has reached this point his manifest power is impenetrable to any wind and
swifter than a spark from    flint or a flash of lightening. The moment a student
blinks his eyes he is already way off.    The moment he tries to think he's already
differed. The moment he arouses a thought he's already deviated. But for the per-
son who understands it's all right here before his eyes."

Up through yesterday I’ve been giving teisho about Rinzai’s detailed de-
scription of these two activities, these two contrasting activities which we could
refer to as moving and not moving.      It  seems to me that practitioners of Zen
nowadays have more or less forgotten the fact that anciently Tathagata Zen was
based on the acknowledging of these two antithetical principles.    And why is this
the case?    It’s the case because both from the learning aspect and the teaching as-
pect people are coming from the sense of an existing self, a self that believes, “I
am a thing.”    

When we talk about an “I am self,” that self is a grammatical substative.
It is a noun that stands as the subject of a sentence, and so we get confused by that
in teaching, because the real words, the real sentence would not have this “I am”
thing-like noun.    Occasionally I get asked by my translator, “Roshi the sentence
that you just spoke, what’s the subject?    What’s the noun that’s the subject of that
sentence?”      If there can’t  be a substative phrase and a verbal or a descriptor
phrase in language, in other words if there aren’t nouns and verbs and adjectives,
then we can’t have sentences, we can’t have grammar.    But what Buddhism says
is that as long as there is a subject, there is a noun, a thing that stands as subject,
as long as there is a subject to the sentence, then this is not the true teaching.    The
philosophy of ancient Greece was the first to clearly state that human grammar
consists of subjects and predicates.    But the problem is that according to Bud-
dhism it’s not the real thing until the subject has disappeared, so you can see that
to attempt to describe Buddhism in human grammar, in human words is very very
difficult.    It is from the perspective of no subject that one can become clear about
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subject and predicate.    It’s probably difficult for the average person to understand
what the whole point in Zen is, although one who has studied some philosophy
should be able to get it.    

The definition of Tathagata Zen is that activity that occurs spontaneously
without will or desire.    

So Rinzai calls out once again, “Virtuous practitioners,” those of you who
practice  with me,  and once  again teaches  through example,  through metaphor
about this effortless doing that is the activity of the contrasting doings.    Now the
example that Rinzai gives to conclude this section, maybe it’s a good example,
maybe it’s an inscrutable example, but he talks about a fish, a fish in a lake, a fish
in a pond, (or a fish in the ocean, it doesn’t matter,) frolicking.    Rinzai says that
although motion and no-motion are opposite, they are contrasting, they are both
states, states that arise without will or desire.    

And then Rinzai goes on to talk about the person of the way that has no
position.    This phrase, muenodonin 無依の道人 the person of the Tao, the donin
who has no position ( is non (mu 無)- dependent (e 依)), this is one of the major
descriptions that Rinzai uses in talking about the essence of Zen.    And he has
used this phrase, talked about the person of the Way that has no position (is non-
dependent) in previous sections.    What he means by the person of the Way who
has no position is that person that is absolutely free of conditions, doesn’t need to
depend on God, doesn’t need to depend on the Buddha, is independent of man, is
independent of woman.    Whether it’s in one’s study of Buddhism, or in one’s
study of Zen, if one depends on some teaching then one is not a person that is
without position, and independent.    

As  was  mentioned  yesterday  those  who study  Zen  intellectually  study
from the perspective of what we call the Tripitika, the three baskets, the three
classes  of  Buddhist  literature which are sutra,  the  preachings,  the Vinaya,  the
monastic rules, and what’s called Abhidharma or sometimes shastra which is the
commentaries.    But, Zen is a way of studying that does not depend on these three
baskets.    If you study from the perspective of the three baskets Buddhism be-
comes incredibly intricate and complicated because there are so many divergent
schools and perspectives.    The Tripitika is so complex I suspected that in order to
understand Buddhism you have to understand this kind of intricate complexity
then that must be incorrect, Buddhism can’t be that complicated.

What is Buddhism all about anyway?    It’s about the activity that produces
this world in which we abide, and therefore, of course, is the same activity that is
producing our self.    So what Buddhism says is that it is only through manifesting
the wisdom that clearly understands this activity that human beings can under-
stand what they are, what this world is, and can have real peace of mind, and can
become free from their human condition.    Then you understand, when you are
able to manifest that wisdom that understands the activity that right now is form-
ing this world, and forming you, then you understand that Buddhism is not such a
complicated thing.    Now of course the teachings of the Tripitika appeared in or-
der for people to understand the nature of themselves and their world, but it is
very complicated, very intricate, very hard.    But really all that has happened is
that the thought of human beings is difficult, and that’s why Buddhism became
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difficult.    What we mean by a human being is that being whose consciousness
has evolved to the point of being able to distinguish self from other.    But it’s hard
for an insight to arise about the nature of what a human being really is unless a
person is willing to let go of that subject/object distinction.

In Buddhism what we mean by a complete person is that which has as its
content the complete doing of knowing.    And that complete doing of understand-
ing has as its content the total activity of subject, and the total activity of object.
In other words, what makes a human being, our human world?    Our human world
comes  about  through  the  activity  that  forms  man  and  the  activity  that  forms
woman, so it is only when one completely internalizes both of these activities that
one can be called a (complete) person.    But if one stands in this idea that one is a
thing it’s very difficult to make as one’s content the complete activity of male and
female, subject and object.    Primordially, originally the self is complete, but an
incomplete self comes about along the process.    An incomplete self arises in be-
tween two states of complete self, a former state of complete self, and a new state
of complete self.    (Why does the incomplete self arise?    What does it mean to at-
tach to the incomplete human being?    And this incomplete self does bad things,
and hopes for good things, these are the sorts of subjects taken up in great intri-
cate detail in the Tripitika.)

At the moment of birth the self is incomplete.      And in the Tripitika it
teaches clearly about what is the state of that new born one.    But when that in-
complete self starts to mature a little bit it starts to make a distinction between
good and bad.    But the activity that is forming this universe, the activity that is
forming you originally, primordially is neither good nor bad.      And how does this
issue of good and bad come about ?    It comes about because the incomplete self
fixates itself.    As soon as it fixates itself there is good and bad because that which
is favorable to it it calls good, and that which is unfavorable to it it calls bad.
The reason that the Tripitika is so huge is that it is necessary to formulate Bud-
dhist morality, and that’s a big issue.    There’s no need for morality in the activity
that is creating this world.    Morality becomes necessary when the incomplete self
fixates itself.    People that enter the (Zen) training temple with a really pure atti-
tude, they enter with a strong pure will that understands they don’t need morality.
There’s no morality in the place of practice, the dojo 道場, the center, the temple.
When Shakyamuni first started to teach he had no particular moral precepts for
the people that gathered around him.    But with time Shakyamuni was forced to
establish moral precepts because people would become monks for the purpose of
getting a free meal, or criminals would try to hide out in the sangha, in the com-
munity, so he had to establish moral precepts.    It is absolutely true to the extent
that one fixates a self, to that extent one absolutely needs morality.    

That which affirms us we the good one, the one that is interacting with us
who is good.    And the one that interacts with us in a way to negate us we call that
person bad.    This kind of morality is okay, it’s okay, but is it really sufficient to
fathom what good and evil are all about.    

The United Nations has made some improvement on this planet, but it is
not yet at the point where it is the United Nations that no longer needs morality.
In fact it’s responsible for more and more laws and morality.    
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So Rinzai talks about this person of the Way who has no position.    What
kind of person is he referring to, this person who is utterly independent of condi-
tions?    The person who is utterly independent of conditions is that person that ap-
pears in this world, and disappears from this world.    An existing being inevitably
as I’ve pointed out so many times, will come into existence whenever the plus and
minus, the going and coming separate.    We call it hinjubunri, 賓主分 ｣, it means
host and guest coming apart.    But just as inevitably that existing being will en-
counter that activity called hinjuittai  賓主一体 , host and guest reuniting, and it
will disappear in to a complete being.    

So it is of the nature of the activity of the source to act in such a way as to
go from one state of completeness to the next state of completeness.    And in be-
tween, as part of that process the existing being will inevitably encounter the sep-
aration of subject and object, and the reuniting of subject and object.    So if one
fixates that self then one is at odds with, one is going against the natural activity
of the source.    So one must foster the wisdom if one wants to do this practice,
that understands the coming together, and coming apart of host and guest.

A complete self once again appears when one takes the initiative to receive
the activity called host and guest separating, takes the initiative to receive the ac-
tivity called host and guest uniting.    Kido, do you understand?    When one goes
out to preach as an independent teacher unless one really clearly understands the
activity of host and guest uniting and separating, then one is going to end up in a
miserable state.    The definition of Buddhism is shukyo 宗教 in Buddhism. This
Japanese word shukyo can be used as a synonym for Buddhism.    And what do
the two Chinese characters shu and kyo mean.     Kyo means teaching, and shu
means the source, or the origin, or the ancestor.    So shukyo is the teaching of the
source, and according to some traditions would correspond to the Sanskrit term
Siddanta.      So what  our  practice  is  all  about  is  to  fathom this  activity  of  the
source, this shu, this ancestor, this fundamental.    

And what Shakyamuni discovered about the source which he later referred
to as dharma, that shu, that source, that dharma, has as its content two oppositely
directed activities.    It was an extraordinary discovery. So, now you can see why
the Buddhists insist that the word shukyo which often in ordinary Japanese means
religion, should be used rather as a synonym for Bukkyo, the teachings of the
Buddha, shukyo teaching of the source.    

So Buddhism is not a religion of believing in God.    Buddhism is a teach-
ing of fathoming the activity of the source which is the two oppositely directed
activities.    Although later Shakyamuni, the historical Buddha referred to it as the
activity of the dharma, in an early period he talked about it to his disciples using
the name Tathagata.    So there is no anthropomorphic God that creates the world
in Buddhism.    The source, and what the source ultimately produces is a state of
completeness, but an incomplete self has to acknowledge the state of complete-
ness as an object.    So this complete self, this state of the source, and the state of
what the source ultimately produces, this complete self needs to be personified
from the perspective of an incomplete self, and when it’s personified it’s referred
to by anthropomorphic imagery and names.    For example: Mahavairochana the
cosmic Buddha, or Amitaba the Buddha of the west, or Bashajuguru the medicine
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Buddha.      And when we personify the source, when we personify the state of
completeness, if we want to call that personified version of the source God, then
fine, we can use the God word.    

The state of the source is giving birth to everything.      Mahavairochana,
the personified cosmic archetypal Buddha gives birth to everything.    So we can
say that God births all.    

But Mahavairochana, God is not a fixated thing.    Mahavairochana sepa-
rates in to two and produces past, present, and future inside himself.    And when
that past, present, and future come back together again,    then once again there is
only the cosmic Buddha.    All past, all present, all future are melted back together
in to Mahavairochana.    That is the state of completeness, that is the
person independent of circumstances.    So if you fixate this idea of the true person
without a position then you are not a true student of Buddhism.      He can use both
motion and motionlessness.    What does motion mean?    Tatha-gata, the thus go-
ing.    And what is motionlessness?    Of course motionlessness is tatha-agata the
thus coming.    So what we mean by motion is that activity that is making male,
and what we mean by non-motion is the activity that is making female.

The born self, even though it is incomplete, is this muenodonin, is inde-
pendent.    But when it fixates it becomes dependent, it stops being independent
(stops being muenodonin).    This is the point.

Democracy is a good thing.    But what will happen if you fixate it?    As I
always point out, French democracy and American democracy aren’t the same.
If they fixate themselves what is that going to lead to?    They’ll have to fight with
one another even though they are both preaching democracy.    There is no two in
real democracy, there’s only one.    It seems to me that the youth of this country
are about to wake up to this fact.    

So this complete (non-dependent) person uses both motion and non-mo-
tion.      If you understand this then you understand shukyo, you understand the
essence of religion.    It’s not relevant to your situation but in the Japanese lan-
guage the word shukyo often means religion itself, so if when they are reading
books in their own language if they confuse shukyo and religion then their under-
standing of Buddhism is going to be way off the mark.    But there are young peo-
ple in the United States that can clearly explain the difference between Zen and
religion, the difference between shukyo as teaching of the source, and shukyo in
the meaning of religion.    Teaching about the source is not religion.    Religion is
not teaching about the source.    

A hundred and fifty years ago when Japan was first opening up to large
scale western influence, they needed a way to translate this ubiquitous western
term religion so they took shukyo, the teaching about the source, which is a syn-
onym for Buddhism, and they made that the official translation for the western
term religion.    This was a grave mistake that the scholars of that period made.
Nowadays if you look in any Japanese dictionary it will say shukyo is religion,
English to Japanese “religion” the word shukyo the Japanese equivalent.     The
dictionaries themselves have been infected.      It also says that Bukkyo, the teach-
ing of the Buddhas means the teachings of the people with satori, the people that
have woken up, the enlightened people.    This is what should appear in the dictio-
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naries.      So in  Japan everybody thinks  that  shukyo is  religion  and religion is
shukyo.     There was a period about a hundred and fifty years ago, amazingly,
there was an actual persecution of Buddhism when Japan first started to modern-
ize the people in power were somewhat anti-Buddhist, and as part of their anti-
Buddhist propaganda they said that because Buddhism does not have a God like
the western religions Buddhism is not an authentic religion, and therefor can be
striped of its power.    I’m over ninety years old, and when I was young
you could still see the aftereffects of that period of anti-Buddhist thought.    For
example there is the bodhisattva that we call Jizo in Japanese, or Keshitigarpa in
Sanskrit who is usually found at every crossroads in Japan as a sort of guardian
figure.    You could find these stone statues of Jizo thrown away in the rice fields,
or sometimes actually decapitated and lying around.    The remnants of the Meiji
period persecution of Buddhism were still somewhat evident in Japan.        Tem-
ples were left to the ravages of nature.    You’d see them with just one pathetic old
monk trying to keep up the physical plant while the rain is breaking through the
walls and the ceiling.    Of course this wasn’t everywhere in Japan.    We call it the
haibutsu, the rejection of Buddhism varied from region to region.    It was a miser-
able thing.    As I say, I saw the aftermath of it with my own eyes.    

But, it’s not that Japan was utterly bereft of enlightened teachers.    There
were at that period some wonderful teachers in Japan during what we call the
Meiji restoration, who could clearly enunciate the fact that the very essence of re-
ligion has to be something like Buddhism.    And so by and by the idea of rejecting
Buddhism became politically untenable because they realized that it would basi-
cally lead to a (at least ideological) civil war in Japan, so the Buddhist persecu-
tion, the haibutsu period came to an end.    

In other words religion almost always connotes a particular religion, this
religion is contrast to that religion, but the essence of the source, this is what we
mean by Buddhism, that’s quite a different thing.    Now of course Buddhism is a
religion also like other religions, so that’s why, from that perspective we can say
that Buddhism is not Buddhism.    If you understand what we mean when we say
Buddhism is not Buddhism, then you will understand that real religion must be
shukyo.

And what is this teaching about the source, this shukyo, it is the teaching
about the two antithetical activities.    The plus and the minus, the positive and the
negative, the activity of the male which makes male, the activity of the female
that makes female.    It is the activity that consists of both of these activities that is
forming this world, that is forming you.    So we see from this perspective that the
cosmology, the weltanshang, the teaching about what this world is, and what we
might call the practical philosophy of what it means to be a human being, these
two perspectives are based on the same understanding.

The time has just arrived.
So I think you got the essence of what Tathagata Zen is all about.    It’s

about the dual activity that makes beings, and makes the world that beings in-
habit.
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